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Looking into a crystal ball: printing and patterning
self-assembled peptide nanostructures

Wendel A. Alves, a Gavin M. King b,c and Suchismita Guha *b

The solution processability of organic semiconductors and conjugated polymers along with the advent of

nanomaterials as conducting inks have revolutionized next-generation flexible consumer electronics.

Another equally important class of nanomaterials, self-assembled peptides, heralded as next-generation

materials for bioelectronics, have a lot of potential in printed technology. In this minireview, we address

the self-assembly process in dipeptides, their application in electronics, and recent progress in three-

dimensional printing. The prospect of a generalizable path for nanopatterning self-assembled peptides

using ice lithography and its challenges are further discussed.

Introduction

The process of printing and patterning go hand-in-hand with
the development of flexible electronics. Peptide-based
materials, which self-assemble into diverse nanoarchitectures,
are emerging systems in the bio-nanotechnology revolution.1

The constituent programmable amino acids in peptides are
desirable as smart building blocks in devices. L,L-
Diphenylalanine or L-phenylalanyl-L-phenylalanine (FF) dipep-
tide, the core recognition motif of Alzheimer’s β-amyloid poly-
peptide, has attracted considerable attention for environmen-
tally-safe and sustainable materials; it is one of the simplest
building blocks for self-assembly.2 The self-assembly process
is governed by mainly non-covalent interactions such as
H-bonding, π–π stacking, hydrophobic effects, van der Waals
forces, and electrostatic interactions.3 The formation of
tubular structures with hierarchical order in FF self-assembly
makes them mechanically and thermally stable,4,5 and are
thus attractive in electronic applications. In addition to thera-
peutic and biomedical applications,6–10 self-assembled FF
micro-nanostructures (FF-MNS) have found a strong foothold
in energy generation due to their ferroelectric and piezoelectric
properties.11–15 Other aspects include potential applications in
nanophotonics16–19 and organic electronics.20–22

Self-assembly, however, is not sufficient for all architectures
required for various applications in device manufacturing,
especially at the nanoscale. In particular, a combination of

freeform shapes and crystallinity is challenging to achieve in
FFs based only on self-assembly. There have been numerous
efforts in directed self-assembly of peptides by microfluidic
control,23 inkjet printing,24,25 electrospinning,26 and via vapor
deposition.27 More recently, a combination of meniscus-
guided and high-resolution 3D printing has been used to
demonstrate freeform architectures of FF at the micron length-
scale.28 Although such a technique could mitigate some of the
challenges in moulding self-assembled peptide architectures
in device fabrication, it does not address a full-scale 3D nano-
patterning at smaller length-scales. Moreover, traditional elec-
tron beam lithography using polymer resists or moulds is not
ideal for nanopatterning peptides and other soft materials.29,30

Here, we refer to patterning as a generalized form of printing
that includes both material addition and subtraction, whereas
printing is reserved for material addition via solution
processing.

Ice-resist based patterning, which thus far has never been
used for functionalizing self-assembled peptides, promises to
be a path forward towards 3D (additive or subtractive) proces-
sing of dipeptides and other self-assembled biological struc-
tures. There has been a recent increase of interest in this tech-
nique for nanopatterning,31–37 although the original idea of
ice lithography was developed in 2005.38 Ice lithography,
which primarily uses amorphous ice as a sacrificial resist,
offers a robust and generalizable path for patterning delicate,
free-standing, or three-dimensional structures including bio-
logical macromolecules that deform or denature if exposed to
conventional liquid-phase resist.

This minireview briefly discusses the self-assembly process
in dipeptides and their recent trends in piezoelectric appli-
cations and nonlinear optical properties, followed by appli-
cations in organic electronics. Next, some recent progress in
the printing technology of self-assembled short peptides will
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be discussed followed by future prospects of applying ice litho-
graphy for patterning and functionalization of self-assembled
peptides. Molecular scale nanoprinting capabilities that go
beyond current fabrication techniques, which have significant
limitations in patterning irregular and suspended nano-
structures, would pave the way for novel composite materials
with steep gradients in physical attributes, enabling peptide-
based devices with new functionalities for electronics.

Bioinspired nanostructures
Self-assembly and structure

Self-assembly in peptides is a highly relevant topic in biology
and soft matter.39 Controlled designing of peptide-based nano-
structures is very attractive for building new materials for bio-
technology. In addition to their inherent biocompatibility, the
chemical diversity provided by amino acids, as shown in
Fig. 1a,40 enables an unprecedented variety of ordered systems
that can form conjugates with guest compounds. Self-assem-
bling peptides typically have alternating hydrophilic and
hydrophobic components.

The sequencing in short model peptides forming supramo-
lecular β-sheets and amyloid-like fibrils upon self-association
have been heavily explored in the last decade.41–43 Amyloid fila-
ments, forming an intermolecular β-layer, rely on self-struc-
tured ordered filaments, where the peptide chains that form
the filament orient perpendicular to its longitudinal axis.44

The β-layer twists into a helix, and its surface is formed by side
chains of the amino acids; the interactions between the chains
typically result in the formation of ribbons, multilayer fibrils,
and tubes.45,46 The amyloid fibrils all share a typical core struc-

ture (cross-β structure), irrespective of the amino acid
sequence of the native protein. The β-peptides form layers in a
solution with the hydrophilic surface in contact with water and
the hydrophobic surface in contact with the other hydrophobic
components. As a result, there is an interaction between the
self-complementary layers,47 where the pH value and the ionic
strength of the solution governs the formation of hydrogels as
shown in Fig. 1b.

One of the earliest investigations of the self-assembly
process in FF for mirroring amyloid-like nanostructures was
conducted by Reches and Gazit.2 Short peptide sequences con-
taining FF self-assemble into various polymorphs, including
nanowires and spherical vesicles.48–50 The π-stacking inter-
action and the attraction between the main-chain amide
groups predominantly hold the peptides together. An example
of self-assembly is shown in Fig. 1c, where six FF monomers
form a macrocycle with the amides oriented perpendicular to
the plane of the ring. This arrangement is conducive to forming
stacked tubular assemblies dictated by hydrogen bonds and
π-stacks, forming a hexagonal packing. The hexagonal matrix,
in turn, creates peptide sheets capable of curling up and giving
rise to nanometric tubes, usually in the few tens or hundreds of
nanometers.2,51 The self-assembly may achieve higher ordering
by the formation of fibrillar bundles. The aromatic rings point
out of the structure due to the steric impediment promoted by
the interaction of the fragments,52 thus creating hydrophilic
cavities capable of trapping water molecules.53–55

The amount of water inside the matrix directly influences
the ordering on larger scales and the electronic properties.53,56

Crystallographic studies indicate that the unit cell of self-
assembled FF-MNS belongs to the hexagonal symmetry (P61
space group). Typical unit cell values are: a = b = 24.2 Å and c =

Fig. 1 Self-assembly process. (a) Various sequences of self-assembling peptides. Each of the letters (A, L, K, R, E, and D) depict an amino acid.
Hydrophobic A and L alternate with K, R, E, and D, which are either positively or negatively charged. The hydrophilic and the hydrophobic amino
acids are directed on opposite sides of the peptide. (b) β-Sheets formed by self-assembled peptides at low pH and ionic strength; increasing the pH
to physiological levels and enhancing the ionic strength yields a hydrogel formed by stable nanofibers. Reprinted with permission from ref. 40, copy-
right 2007, Elsevier. (c) Mechanism of self-assembly in FF, which starts with a 6-fold macrocycle. The inset shows two monomers of the fluorene
family (PF8 and PF2/6) that were used for functionalizing FF-MNS. Reprinted with permission from ref. 21, copyright 2015, Wiley.
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5.4 Å.57 This odd tensor space group of the hexagonal sym-
metry gives rise to nonlinear optical properties as well as fer-
roelectricity and piezoelectricity, as discussed in the next
section. When subjected to a heat treatment, at temperatures
>150 °C, these structures dehydrate and transition from the
hexagonal phase to an orthorhombic symmetry, with a unit
cell indexed by the P22121 space group, where the cell para-
meters are: a = 6.2 Å, b = 10.4 Å and c = 23.8 Å.57

FF-MNS are quite unique, distinguishing them from other
biological systems. They have a very rigid structure with
Young’s modulus of 19 GPa.4 The stability and the mechanical
strength of FF-MNS are attributed to the rigid aromatic side
chains. The peptide nanotubes remain intact when immersed
in water at 100 °C and maintain their integrity even when sub-
jected to acidic (pH 1) and alkaline (pH 14) solutions. Such
versatile properties rationalize the use of FF-MNS as templates
for organic electronics and active materials for photonics, dis-
cussed in the next section. Several approaches are available for
self-assembly in FF; the most common ones are the liquid
vapor and the solid vapor methods. We do not discuss the self-
assembly procedures in this minireview but direct the readers
to some key ref. 58–62. The physical–chemical environment is
key to the formation of varying nanostructures including align-
ment of the tubes.63

Applications of self-assembled FF
Nonlinear optical properties

Along with the remarkable linear optical properties, FF-MNS
provide a testbed for exploring nonlinear optical (NLO) pro-

perties. The hollow tubes offer the perfect geometry for wave-
guiding applications. For NLO, the induced polarization is
expressed as a power series in the electric field strength, where
the higher-order optical susceptibilities play a role. The non-
linear polarization further modulates the propagation of light
in dielectrics, resulting in the generation of outgoing light
with twice the incident frequency as in second-harmonic gene-
ration (SHG). Only materials that have a non-centrosymmetric
crystal structure show SHG. Moreover, breaking the inversion
symmetry is also responsible for ferroelectric and piezoelectric
properties in materials.

Combining numerical simulations and experiments,
Handelman and co-workers showed that the propagation of
both the fundamental and SHG light in a horizontal FF
peptide tube increases with increase in the incident angle of
the fundamental light, and that the maximum intensity is at
the upper surface of the tube (Fig. 2a and b).18 Other modifi-
cations in the self-assembly process yield FF rod-like structures
where the waveguiding properties may be enhanced.64

SHG polarimetry, where the polarization of the incident
light is changed (angle ψ in Fig. 2c) and the SHG intensity is
measured in both s- and p-polarization, provides indirect
information on the symmetry and structure of the system. We
refer to details in ref. 16 and 17 on how to transpose the elec-
tric field and polarization components between the laboratory
and sample reference frames, specifically for the symmetry of
FF-MNS tubes. SHG polarimetry from individual FF self-
assembled tubes with varying diameters (Fig. 2d) shows that
the pattern of the p-polarization light changes with the tube
diameter (Fig. 2e and f) whereas the s-polarization remains the
same. These experiments determined the nonlinear d coeffi-

Fig. 2 Waveguiding and nonlinear optical properties of FF nanotube. (a) and (b) Illustrate the simulation of the nonlinear waveguiding effect where
the fundamental wavelength of 800 nm is incident at different angles. Reprinted with permission from ref. 18, copyright 2007, Elsevier. (c)
Schematic of an individual FF tube with the laboratory (XYZ) and the sample reference (x’y’z’) frame illustrating the phenomenon of SHG. (d) SEM
images of individual FF tubes used for measuring second harmonic generation. (e) and (f ) SHG polarimetry results from two individual FF tubes with
different diameters for s- and p-polarization. Reprinted with permission from ref. 17, copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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cients with d15, d31 being the transverse components, and d33
being the longitudinal component. The d31 component was
found to be negative. One must bear in mind that the non-
linear d components are related to the piezoelectric com-
ponents, as discussed in the next section, but are not the
same.

Piezoelectric properties (2D and fluorinated FF)

Traditionally, piezoelectric materials, where an applied
mechanical stress generates electricity, have relied on in-
organic oxides such as PZT (Pb(Zr,T)O3). However, their high
temperature sintering makes them incompatible with the bio-
logical environment. The piezoelectric property of FF-MNS is
very attractive from the perspective of energy harvesting appli-
cations. Micro-electromechanical systems can benefit from
nanoscale devices where freeform printing of self-assembled
FF-MNS is particularly advantageous as the peptides can be
conformed to specific shapes, for example 3D spirals maximize
the piezoelectric effect.

Piezo force microscopy (PFM), based on a scanning probe
method, allows monitoring of both the phase and the ampli-
tude of a response by applying a small ac signal between the
cantilever tip and the bottom electrode upon which the
sample is mounted, and by varying the DC bias on one of the
electrodes. PFM yields information on the polarity of the
domains contributing to the piezoresponse as well as the
strength of the response. PFM measurements from an individ-
ual FF-based micro/nanotube (of 100 nm diameter) demon-
strated the shear component of the piezoelectric tensor (d15) to
be as high as 35 pm V−1,11 which is comparable to bulk

lithium niobate. It should be noted that the effective d15 coeffi-
cient scales with the tube diameter.

Another mechanism for enhancing the NLO and piezoelec-
tric effect in FF-MNS has been fluorination, where one ortho-
hydrogen atom in each of the phenyl groups of FF was
replaced by fluorine (Fig. 3a). A comparison of the PFM results
from fluorinated and non-fluorinated FF tubes of similar outer
diameter (2 µm) is shown in Fig. 3b and c. The d15 component
of the piezoelectric tensor was found to be 50 pm V−1 for the
non-fluorinated FF tube and was almost ten times higher for
the fluorinated FF tube.65

Out-of-plane piezoelectricity has been further shown from
2D layered dipeptide crystals. Layered biomolecular FF crystals
(LDFF) were synthesized by a co-assembly of two enantio-
mers.15 The top and side-view of the bilayer system are shown
in Fig. 3d, where the bilayer thickness is 1.5 nm. The local
piezoelectric properties measured using a PFM are shown in
Fig. 3e and f. Along with the LDFF sample, a z-cut surface of a
lithium niobate (LN) crystal was compared. The d33 component
of the piezoelectric tensor in LDFF, which in this case is the
out-of-plane component, was found to be 20 pm V−1. Since the
FF bilayers are held by weak aromatic interaction in the
crystal, these layers may be exfoliated chemically or mechani-
cally for applications in sensors, actuators, and wearable
devices.

Templates for organic electronics

The π-stacking interaction in FF-MNS promotes adsorption of
molecules and fluorophores.66,67 This idea was explored in
demonstrating FF-MNS as a scaffold for blue-emitting

Fig. 3 Piezoelectric properties. (a) Chemical structure of FF and fluorine substituted FF (2-fluoro-L-phenylalanyl-2-fluoro-L-phenylalanine) (Fl-FF).
(b) Topography, phase, and amplitude images of FF and Fl-FF. (c) Local DC voltage amplitude loops (piezoelectric response) from FF and Fl-FF tubes
at an AC voltage of 0.5 V. Reprinted with permission from ref. 65, copyright 2019, American Institute of Physics. (d) Top and side view of the bilayer
of LDFF. Piezoelectric response of LDFF and LN using (e) DC voltage hysteresis loops measured at different AC voltages, and (f ) AC voltage depen-
dences on the amplitude. Reprinted with permission from ref. 15, copyright 2021, Wiley-VCH.
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π-conjugated polymers belonging to the polyfluorene (PF)
family.21 Here the polymer still acts as the active material for
charge transport and the peptide provides a template for
achieving polymer nanostructures. Khanra and co-workers
functionalized FF-MNS with different side-chain substituted
PFs (shown in the inset of Fig. 1c). A representative TEM
image is shown in Fig. 4a. Di-octyl substituted side-chain PF
(PF8) showed a higher binding affinity towards FF-MNS com-
pared with ethyl-hexyl substituted side-chain PF due to the van
der Waals interaction energy, as suggested by molecular
dynamics simulations.21 Further, aging PF8 in a solvent,
which produces fibre-like polymer structures, improves
binding with the FF tubes. The FF-MNS:PF nanocomposites
showed bright electroluminescence (EL) in light-emitting
diode architectures (Fig. 4b). Here, the EL spectrum from the
pristine PF polymer is compared with the nanocomposite
(FF-MNS:PF8 (aged)) when used as an active layer. Moreover,
such nanocomposite films are biodegradable by enzymatic
action, opening up a path for a new generation of biocompati-
ble materials for organic electronics.

Among other applications of FF-MNS in organic electronics,
using them in charge-modulated field-effect transistors (FETs)
is particularly attractive. The peptide tubes can be easily inte-
grated with the active semiconducting layer (typically
π-conjugated molecule or polymer). Moreover, since FF-MNS
can be easily functionalized with an antigen/antibody or an
enzyme, FETs using FF-MNS, either as a dielectric layer or as a
separate sensing area modulated by the FET, are attractive in
biosensing for antibody–antigen or enzyme–analyte
interaction.20

The π-stacking interaction in FF-MNS is favourable for
binding with insulating magnetic nanoparticles such as cobalt
ferrite (CFO). CFO nanoparticles bound to FF-MNS display
enhanced magnetization properties due to a charge transfer
process between the Fe2+ and Co2+ ions in CFO to the amine
group of the peptide.22 The saturation magnetization is seen

to increase by more than 20% in FF-MNS:CFO. An additional
advantage of CFO incorporated FF-MNS is that it enhances the
dielectric properties of FF-MNS, reducing the operating voltage
of organic FETs.

FF-MNS functionalized with CFO as a dielectric layer in
pentacene metal insulator semiconductor (MIS) diodes and
FETs demonstrate enhanced capacitance.22 The accumulation
capacitance is higher in a FF-MNS:CFO MIS diode compared
to as-is FF-MNS (Fig. 5a and b). The thicknesses of the functio-
nalized and the non-functionalized FF-MNS layers were similar
in these devices. Since organic FETs mainly operate in the
accumulation region (schematic architecture is shown in
Fig. 5c), the accumulation capacitance governs the operating
voltages in FETs. From the FET output characteristics plotted
in Fig. 5d and e in pentacene FETs with as-is and CFO functio-
nalized FF-MNS, it is clearly seen that the operating voltages
are lowered in the latter. Since FF-MNS is also ferroelectric,
such functionalized dielectrics provide opportunities in low
operating voltage memory devices.

The versatile application of FF-MNS as photonic and elec-
tronic elements brings to the fore the question of controlled
alignment, formation of specific 3D structures in the nano-
scale, and functionalization of these nanostructures other
than with self-assembly, which inherently has limitations. The
past few years have seen a tremendous growth of printed
technologies for peptides and other biomaterials. 3D
bioprinting,68,69 which can recreate tissues and organs repro-
ducing physiologically relevant functions, has now become a
reality. Peptide based hydrogels have shown promise as

Fig. 4 FF-MNS nanocomposites in light emission. (a) A representative
TEM image from FF-MNS:PF8 nanocomposite. The dark region rep-
resents the polymer and the lighter region is the peptide tube. (b)
Comparison of the EL spectrum of pristine PF8 (bold red line) with the
FF-MNS:PF8 nanocomposite (black dotted line). In both cases the PF8
polymer was aged. The inset is an image of light emission from a PF8
light-emitting diode. Reprinted and adapted with permission from ref.
21, copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH.

Fig. 5 FF-MNS nanocomposites in transistors. (a) Schematic of a penta-
cene MIS diode. (b) Capacitance–voltage characteristics of pentacene
MIS diodes using as-is FF-MNS and CFO functionalized FF-MNS dielec-
tric layers. (c) Schematic of an FET. (d) and (e) Output characteristics of
pentacene FETs with as-is FF-MNS and CFO functionalized FF-MNS
dielectrics, respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref. 22, copy-
right 2018, American Chemical Society.
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bioinks for 3D bioprinting and cell culture.70,71 In this minire-
view, our focus is on printed and patterned FF peptides, mainly
for electronics and photonics application. Advances in 3D bio-
printing are not reviewed here; we refer to the following ref. 70
and 72 for the development of short-peptide-based bioinks.

Printing technologies for self-
assembled FF
Inkjet printing

The development of low-cost and flexible electronics depends
on different forms of printing, amongst which inkjet printing
is quite popular. It is a versatile technique for depositing con-
ducting inks, solution-processable gate dielectric layers and
active polymeric semiconducting layers in organic electronic
circuits.73–78 This printing process relies on drop-on-demand
piezo inkjet printheads where the precision of the jetting fluid
can be controlled by applying an external voltage to the piezo-
electric actuator.79 A pressure wave is formed in the capillary
tube holding the ink, and upon reaching the nozzle, droplets
are ejected as long as the kinetic energy transferred to the
fluid is greater than the energy required for its formation. The
jetting waveform, nozzle temperature, and substrate tempera-
ture must be adjusted for each ink. Moreover, the solvents
must be carefully chosen to avoid nozzle blockage, which has
been an issue in printing peptides due to the use of high
viscous solvents.

By choosing appropriate solvents and surfactants to change
the rheological properties of FF solution, Safaryan and co-
workers have demonstrated a new conformation of inkjet-
printed FF crystals in the form of microribbons, which show a
strong piezoelectric response.25 The FF solution in this print-
ing process was prepared in acetic acid and diluted in ethanol
and double-distilled water. Using a mixture of ethylene glycol
and cationic surfactant, the viscosity of the ink was adjusted
for optimized printing. The optical images of printed line-
forms of FF are shown in Fig. 6a and b.

The choice of the hydrodynamic parameters determines the
jetting condition of the FF ink. A direct correlation is seen
between the Ohnesorge number (Oh), a measure of the viscous

to internal and surface tension forces, and Reynold’s number
(R), a dimensionless parameter. R = ρVd/η, where ρ is the
density of the ink, V is the velocity, d is the diameter of the
drop, and η is the viscosity. Fig. 6c represents the printable
zone on the Oh vs. R plot for the FF ink, where Z is the inverse
of Oh. The optimum value for printing is when Z is between 1
and 10.80

The above example demonstrates the viability of inkjet
printing FF nanostructures and opens avenues for changing
the crystal structure, and thus some of the fundamental pro-
perties of FF beyond what is obtained from self-assembly.
However, inkjet printing has limitations. The spatial resolution
is typically in the tens of µm since it is limited by the nozzle
diameter and the waveform, and flat surfaces are required for
uniform deposition conditions. With advances in 3D printing,
there are opportunities for molecular-level control for engin-
eering nanoscale properties and devices. Below, we discuss
one method for 3D printing of FF-MNS and prospects of gener-
alizable patterning of biological structures, in general, at the
nanoscale.

Meniscus-guided 3D printing

Meniscus-driven printing is an effective strategy for forming
3D nanostructures.28,81–83 Using nanopipettes and applying a
high voltage between the substrate and the pipette, this non-
contact method allows dispensing of fluids by creating an ink
meniscus. Translating the ink meniscus in three dimensions
by stepper motors under rapid evaporation forms 3D nano-
structures. It should be kept in mind that several commercial
3D bioprinters operate on the principle of meniscus-guided
printing but the printing is on a large length-scale. Printing of
liquid metal for soft electronic circuits was recently demon-
strated using such a commercial bioprinter.84

Using the principle of meniscus-guided 3D printing along
with the scheme of self-assembly in FF, Yang and co-workers
have successfully printed FF-based 3D freeform micro/nano-
structures with a spatial resolution of 12 µm in the lateral
direction and a height of 200 nm. The FF ink was prepared
with acetic acid and hydrochloric acid, providing the consist-
ency of a Newtonian fluid, where the viscosity and the concen-
tration are linearly related. In this method, micropipettes were
used along with an elevated temperature of the substrate
(70 °C). The printing is achieved in two steps; first, the femtoli-
ter (fl) ink meniscus that is formed rapidly evaporates near the
substrate and second, self-assembly of the deposited FF was
promoted by heating the substrate at 110 °C (Fig. 7a(i) and
(ii)). The optical images in Fig. 7b–e are a guide to the printing
process, where the micropipette first touches the surface, the
fl ink wets the substrate and forms the meniscus, and then
lateral guiding allows line-forms of FF. Layer-by-layer repeated
guiding of the meniscus ultimately results in 3D nano/micro
architectures.

By combining layer stacking and annealing, the width and
the height of the FF structures could be controlled. Fig. 7k
shows an example where the height of a FF wall decreases
from 30 µm to 20 µm as the annealing time increases to 450 s.

Fig. 6 Inkjet printing of FF. (a) Optical images of inkjet printed lineform
based on FF solution. (b) The FF crystals grow perpendicular to the
direction of printing. (c) Hydrodynamic parameters for printing FF. The Z
value, which is the inverse of the Ohnesorge number, defines the printa-
ble zone. Reprinted with permission from ref. 25, copyright 2018,
American Chemical Society.
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The reduction in the height can be further controlled by the
FF concentration, as shown in Fig. 7l. A highly concentrated
solution maintains the 3D shape. A significant piezoresponse
was also observed from the annealed 3D FF structures.

The two examples of printed FF-MNS presented above high-
light the precise composition of the inks that are required. Not
only is there some trial and error in these approaches but it
makes the entire printing process quite cumbersome. At some
level, the process of self-assembly is more straightforward and
controlled since the exact structure of FF-MNS (tubes, vesicles,
floral shape etc.) can be determined by the nature of the
solvent, the PH value, and temperature. The question then
arises whether there is any nanofabrication technique avail-
able, which will enable nano-sculpturing the self-assembled
peptide structures, to attain freeform assemblies at the nano-
scale. Such a technique may then well be used for functionaliz-
ing FF-MNS, for example precise nanopatterning of metallic
shapes on the tubes for application in nanophotonics. This
may sound like science fiction but such a technique exists,
except, thus far, it has not been applied to delicate biological
structures. In the following section, we present future pro-
spects for patterning FF-MNS and other self-assembled
peptide structures using sacrificial ice resists.

Future prospects: ice lithography

The ultimate functionality of biological micro-nanostructures
can be enhanced and fine-tuned via patterning. In principle,
metallic, semiconducting, or insulating materials can be
added to existing structures in a precise and deterministic
manner using electron beam lithography followed by depo-

sition.85 Alternatively, material can be subtracted via electron
beam lithography followed by etching. However, in practice,
any patterning of delicate 3D micro-nanostructures such as
FF-MNS presents significant challenges.30 Innovative tech-
niques are required to advance this frontier area of
nanofabrication.

Patterning challenges stem from two primary sources: (i)
the complex 3D topology of the micro-nanostructure itself and
(ii) the delicate nature of the bonds holding the structure
together. Electron beam and other established lithography
methods are well suited for patterning optically flat 2D hard
condensed matter substrates, such as silicon wafers. Yet, spin-
ning liquid phase resist does not produce uniform coating on
non-planar surfaces. Furthermore, even if uniformity can be
achieved, biological structures are easily damaged by the
chemicals required for patterning, typically: anisole, for resist
casting; methyl isobutyl ketone/isopropanol for resist develop-
ing; and acetone for resist removing.30

Researchers have developed a handful of processes to sur-
mount patterning challenges, and an ideal solution would
minimize chemical and hydrodynamic/mechanical pertur-
bations to the delicate 3D biological structures. Float,86 spray,87

brush,88 and thermally evaporative resist coating techniques89,90

have all shown promise for patterning 3D micro-nanostructures
comprised of hard condensed matter, such as atomic force
microscopy cantilevers, which are held together via covalent
bonds. But these methods employ perturbative processing
steps, such as wet chemical developers. Hence, they are not well
suited for soft material systems, such as FF-MNS, in which
hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic, and van der Waals inter-
actions underly the structural integrity. Patterning delicate bio-
logical structures requires a different approach.

Fig. 7 Meniscus-guided 3D printing. (a) Schematic of the printing process with (i) femtoliter (fl) ink meniscus which rapidly evaporates, depositing
amorphous FF, and (ii) crystallization of FF at 110 °C. (b)–(e) Optical images of the printing process, starting with a glass micropipette approaching
the substrate, fl ink wetting the substrate and forming the meniscus, and deposition of lineforms and layer-by-layer printing. (f ) and (g–j) SEM
images of the FF printed microstructures. In (f ), the scale bar is 20 μm, and in (g–j), the scale bar is 5 μm. (k) Optical micrographs illustrating the geo-
metrical changes in printed FF as a function of the annealing temperature. The scale bar is 20 μm. (l) Ratio of the change in height (Δz) to the as-is
printed height (z0) of a printed structure as a function of FF concentration. Reprinted with permission from ref. 28, copyright 2021, American
Chemical Society.
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Ice lithography is a nanopatterning method which employs
solid-phase condensed gasses, such as amorphous water ice,
as sacrificial resist for electron beam lithography.33,38 Fig. 8a
shows a potential example of patterning Au islands onto an FF
tube using water ice resist. The method has demonstrated
high precision (<10 nm) patterning on non-planar substrates.
Fig. 8b shows an example of patterning metal nanoparticles
on a suspended Ag wire using water ice resist.32 Local resist
exposure/removal (e.g., via sublimation) can be followed by
metallization and liftoff, which occurs by heating the sample,
typically from the liquid nitrogen range to room temperature.91

This phase-transition – based patterning technique can com-
pletely avoid all solvents. Indeed, patterning can be performed
without any fluid processing steps.35 All steps can be moni-
tored in situ, leading to high yield fabrication and re-proces-
sing, if necessary. Hence, ice lithography offers a generalizable
path for patterning delicate, free-standing, or three-dimen-
sional structures including biological micro-nanostructures
that can be easily damaged if exposed to conventional resists.
Note that biological molecules are robust to freezing and
thawing and can maintain near-native biochemical activity
when adhered to surfaces, as is required for lithography.92,93

Exposure to cryogenic temperatures and near-by substrate sur-
faces do not preclude active nanopatterned structures.

Despite advantages, ice lithography using electron beam
exposure is not devoid of shortcomings. Electron radiation can
damage cryogenically fixed biological material by generating
free radicals in the ice which can react with embedded bio-
molecules.94 This effect can be monitored and potentially miti-
gated, for example, by varying the electron beam energy and/or
the ice species. Nonetheless, developing alternative ice litho-
graphy tools explicitly tailored for patterning soft material
systems will be prudent. An appealing avenue would be to
combine the advantages of ice resist (uniform coating of deli-

cate 3D biological structures, completely dry solvent-free pro-
cessing, in situ inspection and reprocessing) with a low-energy
exposure mechanism, such as a scanning probe microscope
tip.95 Time will tell, but this combination of methodology has
the potential to achieve near-atomic precision patterning of
delicate 3D biological micro-nanostructures.

Summary

Peptide nanomaterials have an exciting future in electronics
and photonics applications. Their self-assembling properties
have been heavily exploited in a variety of nano-architectures
for energy generation, biosensing, and nanophotonics.
However, freeform shapes at the nanoscale are difficult to
achieve solely based on the process of self-assembly. By focuss-
ing on a short dipeptide (FF), we briefly summarize the
process of self-assembly and applications in organic elec-
tronics and nonlinear optics in this minireview. Inkjet printing
and other forms of 3D printing are viable avenues for precise
freeform architectures but mainly at micron length scales. We
speculate that other forms of nanopatterning techniques using
ice resists may lead to a generalizable path towards precise 3D
architectures of peptides at the micron and nano – length
scales.
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